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The staff picked up the roster and asked, “What is your name? I’ll check it.”

Orion Exeor smiled slightly and said, “My last name is Orion, and my full name is Orion Exeor.”

When the staff heard the words of Orion Exeor, they had a somewhat lofty attitude, and suddenly
became extremely respectful.

He hurriedly bowed and blurted out: “Hello, Mr. Orion! We, Mr. isaac, have already explained that you,
as one of our distinguished guests, do not need to register here. Please get in the car first. , Our fleet will
give you priority to deliver you to the hotel, and there is a dedicated service staff at the hotel to handle
the relevant check-in procedures for you.”
Orion Exeor didn’t expect that this arrogant young man would have such a humble attitude towards
him, and immediately realized that this must have been charlie’s confession in advance, and he couldn’t
help but feel a little more grateful to charlie.

Although charlie’s age was much younger than her, in his view, from the perspective of fate, charlie was
the supreme being. Although he was over a hundred years old, he should see charlie bow and salute.

However, he didn’t expect that charlie could deliberately ask others to take care of his old bones, and he
felt flattered in his heart.

Afterwards, he pointed to Jian and said to the staff member: “Little brother, this is my friend. I want to
go to the hotel with him after he completes the check-in procedures. I wonder if it is okay?”

The staff member hurriedly said: “Mr. Orion, you are a VIP. VIPs and other bidders participating in the
auction do not live in the same building, so you don’t have to wait for him.”
Orion Exeor chuckled and said, “It’s okay. We are good friends. Even if we don’t live together, I will wait
for him to go together.”

“Okay.” The staff hurriedly said: “Mr. Orion, please move into the car and wait. He still has a lot of
procedures to go through, and he has to get his clothes after finishing.”

Jian on the side asked in surprise: “Get your clothes? What kind of clothes?”

The staff’s expression immediately returned to coldness, and said: “We, Mr. isaac, have ordered uniform
clothing for you bidders. Haven’t we confirmed the height and weight data with you before? After the
registration is completed, we will meet I will send you two customized costumes. In the next few days,
you must wear the uniform costumes we provide until the end of the auction.”
Jian was very depressed, but still did not dare to make any comments, so he could only sigh angrily, and
with the help of the housekeeper, he went to the registration reception point to register.

The hardware of this registration reception point is really bad.

Apart from a desk, there are only two square plastic stools placed in front of the desk.

In contrast, the few staff behind the desk sit on the kind of office chair with backrest. Although it is not
of a high grade, it is still much stronger than the two plastic stools in front.

Fei Jian Center was a little bored. He, a billionaire with a trillion-dollar fortune, had to sit on a plastic
stool of a dozen yuan and honestly handed his passport to a few young people, waiting for their
registration.

One of the young men, holding Jian’s passport, checked Jian’s face several times, for fear of inconsistent
evidence.

After checking and confirming that it’s him, one of the young people said: “035, your accommodation in
Aurous Hill this time will be arranged by us. However, you need to bear the room cost yourself. The
specific room type and the corresponding price need you to come. A dedicated staff member will
introduce you to you after the hotel, do you understand?”

Jian felt that he was about to go to prison. He nodded softly and said, “Okay, I understand.”

Immediately, the staff took out two sets of brand-new sportswear suits. The three Arabic numerals
“035” were printed on the plastic bag of each sportswear package.

He pushed these two sets of sportswear in front of Jian, and said: “These are your clothes. There are two
sets in total. The hotel will provide you with a clothing cleaning service once a day. The two sets of
clothes are enough for your daily replacement, but they are cleaned. There is an extra charge for the
service.”

Jian sighed and nodded, “I see.”

The staff glanced at the housekeeper next to Jian and jay, and said, “Everyone who participates in the
auction will only be allowed to accompany one person from the day of check-in until the end of the
auction, and no change is allowed. , So you have to think about who you will bring in in advance. After
you have determined it, you will directly take him away by car after a while. It is best for other people to
transfer to Benniu Airport with the plane, or leave the airport by yourself and solve it by yourself.
Accommodation problem.”

Jian did not expect that the other party’s various rules and regulations would be so many, and so harsh,
he could only look at jay helplessly, and said: “Master jay, you will work hard with me these few days!”

jay hurriedly said, “Mr. jian is polite, this is my business!”

